
 

EASYJET ROUNDED
BOOK FONT

a great font for advertisement, for example in an airport, is icon. it has a scalable feature that allow
it to adapt to any sized. also, it's not too bold and its serifs look clean and well-balanced. the only
downside is that its sizes are limited to 16px, but that is surely an advantage for a variable font.

once you decide that a certain font is the one for you, that you just cannot live without and never get
rid of, it is time to outfit your brand. we are going to start with the easy part, the logo. think about
what kind of feeling you want to create with your design. what would you like people to remember

the most about your brand? what would you like to be the main characteristics of your brand? if you
are designing a safety letter for your airline, you should always take a look at easyjet. i am sure that
the french airline is not the only one that puts emphasis on safety and quality but they have a very

striking and distinguishable identity. even at the airport, i am sure that you will be able to spot
easyjet and their orange. i love their logo and their colors. their safety signs really are a masterpiece
and i have seen many of them. when we have a flight booked and then realize we have forgotten to

bring our passport, i am pretty sure that if we meet a easyjet crew member, we will be lucky to
receive a friendly smile and a quick answer.  i love vueling ! just from the name you understand it is

a spanish company, dont you i saw it again in rome and it brought me back to my 4 days in
barcelona in 2006. i always smile when i see their logo, their cute and rounded typeface and the

precious dot. the hue of yellow matches perfectly with the light gray. their target is young, but the
logo also appeals to adults because it is also elegant and refined.
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EASYJET ROUNDED BOOK FONT

the easyjet family includes the base font,
and some additional fonts such as the
italic, bold, condensed, and all caps

versions, as well as the large caps and
small caps variations. the extensive

family also includes a harmonized set of
font weights ranging from light to black. if
you like our work, i would appreciate you

to share this tag typeface with your
friends, relatives, colleagues and anybody
else that you like. i'm happy to see them
enjoy this font family as much as i do. the

cooper black font family is a modular
typeface made up of fonts designed for

different purposes and different
applications. all the fonts are equally

valid and they can be used on their own,
or together in a single design. i like it a lot
and i am happy to be a part of this family!

if you like my work, i would appreciate
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you to share this tag font with your
friends, relatives, colleagues and anybody
else that you like. i'm happy to see them

enjoy this font family as much as i do. you
just know it's going to be great when you
hear "speedball" - it's not another cute

retro football font. but it's so much more
than a football font. it's the perfect

combination of weight, size, and feel that
makes it the most-used football font on
the planet. it's the perfect font for your

title and topper, and also a great subhead
font for your body copy. it works in any

situation, from full-color to monochrome.
the colorful, rounded sweettarts font
comes in six sizes and is specifically

designed to look great at all print sizes.
it's great for headlines, subheads, and

large, clear titles. the font was designed
by barry deck, one of the best designers

in the business. barry created this font for
a new signage company and wanted a

font that was friendly and comfortable to
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use, with a bright, friendly style. once
again, it delivers on that promise.
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